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Mike - Tony’s Dad & SRF’s Founder
Left my career a few years ago to lead SRF.  In addition to working with the team of 
SynGAP families and partners, I serve on Executive Board of COMBINEDBrain, AES 
Epilepsy Research Benchmarks Stewards Committee and work closely with Innovation 
and Value Initiative Methods Summit & Personalized Medicine Coalition and 
FasterCures LeadersLink.

Professional background in global development, healthcare strategy, finance and planning 
at top-tier institutions.

Educational background in Mathematics (BS), International Economics (MA) and 
Finance (MBA).
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If content is King, 
then context is God.
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SYNGAP1 Timeline

5
273 PubMed.gov results for SYNGAP1 from 1998 to 14 March 2024



SYNGAP1 highly associated with Autism

Satterstrom et al. Large-Scale Exome Sequencing Study Implicates 
Both Developmental and Functional Changes in the Neurobiology 
of Autism. Cell. 2020 Feb 6;180(3):568-584.e23.
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Fu JM, Satterstrom FK, Peng M, et al. Rare coding variation 
provides insight into the genetic architecture and phenotypic 
context of autism. Nat Gene t. 2022;54(9):1320-1331.
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2019 - Year 1
The #SyngapCensus

https://www.syngapresearchfund.org/blog-categories/syngap-census


SYNGAP1 THERAPEUTIC PIPELINE | 2024
DISCOVERY PRECLINICAL TRIALS  

FDA REVIEW 
& APPROVAL

Confidential

TANGO Restore ASO platform

SOLIDUS ASO platform

ASO

ASO

ASO

CRISPR-based epigenome targeting

CRISPR-based strategies

Suppressor/Enhancer tRNA platform

Novel gene therapy product

Hematopoietic stem cell therapy

Fenfluramine
4-PB for increased protein function

KCC2 potentiation for E/I balance
NOS-01, novel combination therapy

FDA-appr mRNA upregulation hits

FDA-appr phenotypic rescue hits

Panorama Medicine RepurposingS
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SRF Funded

April 2024



Overview: SRF in numbers 
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5.5 $5M+ 20 201 4
Years Old Committed 

to grants
Families 

serve(d) on 
BOD 

Patients 
profiled on 

site

Geographies

218 25 75+ 1,400 2
Verified in 

SRF-ciitizen
Institutions 
supported

Webinars 
available 

Patients 
counted

ICD codes
10 & 11
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Current Grants - Committed

*Through first half 2023, $772k committed in 2nd grant cycle 2023 (total now >$5M)



It gets complicated fast - I have ~20 grants in flight today.



Financials
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SRF Founded & Seed 
Grant Invested by 

Co-Founders
# Grants Funded

$ Committed

2022

15

$2M+

2018

$834k         

3 

2019

$140k

2

2020

$270k

4    

2021

$528k 

4

2023

$1.3M+
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Build community and leverage giving: 1:2:6



2023 Event Recap
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● Million Dollar Bike Ride | $31k raised + $30k match
● Sprint4Syngap | $252k raised 

○ Tavillas carry this event ($166k raised)
● 3rd Annual Cannonball for a Cure | $130k raised
● 3rd Annual SRF Gala (Caren Leib | $80k raised
● 2nd Annual Scramble for Syngap | $25k raised
● 2nd Syngap Soiree | $300k+ raised
● 1st Annual Syngap Paddleslap | $20k raised



A guarantee fund can allow you to move faster

We can’t raise funds till 

we have a project and 

we can’t start a project 

till we have funds…

Approve Work

Say yet to good work and 

get  it going… grant 

agreements and hiring.

Raise against the project

With a motivated scientist 

and concrete project people 

will join you

Pay out from available funds

Go to general fund first and 

then guarantee fund

A guarantee fund 

allows you to 

move faster



What I think is important after working on this for 5+ years

Three Essential Concepts - These are ideas that you have to embrace if you are 

seriously going to do some fundraising

Four Major Learnings - Realizations I’ve had along the way and want you to know.

Ten helpful tips - These are things I’ve learned, generally by doing the opposite 

first.  I have iterated relentlessly and made so many mistakes.



You are exactly where 

you need to be.

Don’t waste time doubting 

yourself, your loved ones can’t 

afford it.  

Jump in and own what you are 

doing, it’s incredibly hard and 

important.  You can’t afford self-

sabotage. 



The universe is naturally abundant

You have to have this mindset if you are 

fundraising.

Do not talk yourself out of believing you will find 

the money.

If you don’t believe it, who will?



Our capital is rare - Seed, Risk tolerant & Catalytic

What do you say when they ask “Why should I give you 
money?”

Our deep commitment to disease X means we will take 
risks nobody else will, this isn’t an opportunity, it’s an 
obligation.

It can be catalytic to other capital — otherwise we are 
kidding ourselves — we are also scaffolding or de-
risking the target.

1. Getting researchers data for larger grants and 
seeing out assets in their labs.

2. Scaffolding the target - Developing assets like 
iPSCs or models.

3. De-risking the target - Developing clinical trial 
endpoints, natural history, etc.

Seed our assets in labs 
and generate data for 

larger grants

De-risk the gene 
generally to allow 

industry to consider 
investing

Develop assets and 
data that can facilitate 

and expedite other 
work 

Rare 

Grants



e.g. Your work increases your scores on tables like this.



Language & culture matters: “We can fill an unmet need 

together” vs “I need to raise $100k”.

The sooner you go to the 

community with a project and 

urge them to support it, the 

sooner this gets real.  

In addition to fundraising you are 

activating a community.



How you fundraise will change as you grow,

54321



It’s darkest before the dawn

A stalled fundraiser feels like a public failure, it’s 

not.

These gaps are when people who can fill gaps 

step forward.



Donors don’t love overhead, be ready to discuss.

Option 1: Good news we don’t 

spend much on overhead!

You are just starting and working on a 

shoestring, so go ahead and own 

that.

Put a time limit on it.

Option 2: Refocus the 

conversation on capacity building.

We need a dedicated organization for 

this disease and organizations need 

funding to grow.

Help with your Ws: Wealth, Wisdom 

or Work.



10 Tips

1. Hire someone, this is a ton of work - Virtual assistant or parent.

2. Plumbing matters, don’t ignore it - Scalable tech to move & track money.

3. Communicate relentlessly - Podcast/Videos, Social, Newsletter.

4. Call people to thank and to ask - You learn what matters in calls.

5. Throw and annual event ASAP - Events trigger donations, get it going.

6. Don’t pay overheads to large institutions - They get it, put policy on your site.

7. Press Releases matter, use them.  - Eureka Alerts is reasonable.

8. Newly diagnosed families panic, give them something to do. - Page for kiddo.

9. Don’t skip the audit - These are useful, credibility building and not that bad.

10.Liquidate stocks upon receipt - You are not in the stock business.



SRF has three SYNGAP1 podcasts for patient finding & support
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Tony, 7



Thank you.  
mike @cure SYNGAP1.org
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